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Our pitch deck includes 4 primary parts



Celo ’s purpose is to empower anyone with a smartphone anywhere in the
world to have access to financial services, send money to phone numbers,
and pay merchants on a decentralized platform that is operated by a
community of users.

Celo Blockchain: An open cryptographic protocol
that allows applications to make transactions with
and run smart contracts in a secure and
decentralized fashion.

Celo Core Contracts: A set of smart contracts
running on the Celo Blockchain that comprise much
of the logic of the platform features including ERC-
20 stable currencies, identity attestations, proof-of-
stake and governance.

Applications: Applications for end users built on the
Celo platform.



The success of DeFi applications has been remarkable since their
introduction, and although being limited at first, their growth has accelerated
to catapult the industry surrounding financial disintermediation to a multi-
bill ion dollar behemoth.

To replace the current financial system's core institutions, decentralized apps
have become increasingly sophisticated and efficient in terms of lending and
borrowing mechanisms, risk management, and the formation of on-chain
l iquidities. The rate at which inventions occur has never been faster, and it is
only going to get faster.

CELOLAUNCH 's major goal is to tackle the
Celo Ecosystem's il l iquidity problem and give a
single unified UX/UI on our platform - an
important thing that usually getting neglected
by other projects.

CELOLAUNCH , launched in September 2021,
provides a constantly expanding set of
decentralized services by offering revolutionary,
flexible technology to add value to the DeFi industry
as a whole, in Celo Network specifically . Startups
may boost their initiative and reward communities
by util izing our services.



CELOLAUNCH is motivated by a strong desire to help others and
we're looking forward to the positive behavior from our
community which sets us apart. CELOLAUNCH 's ethos and utility
are founded on the foundations that our community continues to
construct.

Positive or negative criticism is vital as long as we could learn
anything from the hundreds of interactions we got everyday.
Having said that, concentrating on communities allows the
CELOLAUNCH Team to position as a product-market fit reference.

Our vision is straightforward, to build an automated,
decentralized, and scalable technologies on the Celo Network.
Moreover, everyone in CELOLAUNCH community is invited to join
us since we are more powerful when we work together.



CELOLAUNCH tokenomics has been built with the idea of
creating long-term value. Great things take time to develop
properly, and long-term commitment from the team is required
for success.

Holding CELOLAUNCH tokens grants you the following benefits:

• Participate in all  approved CELOLAUNCH presales with the 
allocation based on the staked amount.

• Access to the upcoming features of CELOLAUNCH.





I D O  
P L A T F O R M

Our system lets you start your own product on Celo Network as a
token developer. We are also seeking for a variety of third-party
reviewers who can evaluate various parts of your product.

Util izing our technology as an incubator to launch your own
incubated ideas on CELOLAUNCH .

Investors are welcome to look over the most recent initiatives,
carefully read reports from outside sources and conduct their
own due diligence before engaging in any type of participation.

Automated Market Maker (AMM) is one of the most important
parts of the DeFi ecosystem allowing digital assets to be traded
in an automatic way without permission by using liquidity pools
rather than a traditional market of buyers and sellers.

Users can trade CELOLAUNCH or any other tokens running on
Celo Network via our CELOLAUNCHSwap.

A M M



In the DeFi area, "locking liquidity" has become the norm and
"rug pull" is the most feared term that no investors would like to
encounter. CELOLAUNCH Team is glad to say that we pioneered
this notion in which we provide an automatic liquidity lockers
for project developers to employ as a security feature to lock
their liquidity provider tokens.

L I Q U I D I T Y
L O C K E R S

T O K E N  
V E S T I N G

Vesting Feature is available to project owners and early adopters
as a stand-alone service that connects with our in-house
platform, where wallets holding tokens are shown in a different
UI allowing investors to review it more quickly.



F A R M I N G

Any cryptocurrency or token must establish market depth and
stimulate liquidity. Farming feature provides project developers
a method to reward their community by setting up a farming
vault that pays liquidity providers with their own tokens.
Following that, investors can use CELOLAUNCH to search for
startups that interest them and give liquidity on those pairs.

S T A K I N G
CELOLAUNCH provides a service for sustainable projects that
are always seeking for ways to reward their communities, such
as generating staking contracts that encourage investors to take
advantage of the benefits provided by their favorite startups.





The CELOLAUNCH team appreciates you taking time reading our pitch deck. 

We sincerely hope that whoever you are you will profit 
from the services and utilities provided by the CELOLAUNCH ecosystem.

Visit our website: CELOLAUNCH.io


